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Abstract. Several software systems have been developed recently for
the automated generation of combustion reactions kinetic mechanisms
using diﬀerent representations of species and reactions and diﬀerent generation algorithms. In parallel, several software systems based on rewriting have been developed for the easy modeling and prototyping of systems using rules controlled by strategies. This paper presents our current
experience in using the rewrite system ELAN for the automated generation of the combustion reactions mechanisms previously implemented
in the EXGAS kinetic mechanism generator system. We emphasize the
beneﬁts of using rewriting and rule-based programming controlled by
strategies for the generation of kinetic mechanisms.

1

Introduction

Combustion reactions are widely present in our everyday life, taking place in engines, burners and industrial chemical reactors, to produce mechanical or thermal
energy, and also to incinerate pollutants or to manufacture chemical substances.
The optimal design and operation of eﬃcient, safe and clean chemical reactors,
engines, burners, incinerators is highly desirable.
The design of combustion processes has mainly been carried out by using
rather empirical models, while fundamental design, based on scientiﬁc principles, becomes more and more the main research goal (see e.g. [7,16]). However,
the generation of detailed fundamental kinetic mechanisms for the combustion
of a mixture of organic compounds in a large temperature ﬁeld requires to consider several hundred chemical species and several thousands of elementary reactions [7]. An automated procedure is the only convenient and rigorous way to
write such large mechanisms.
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A number of software systems have been developed for this purpose. A non exhaustive list of software systems for automatic generation of detailed kinetic combustion mechanisms is the following: MAMOX [19], NetGen [20], EXGAS [7,22],
COMGEN [17]. These systems are1 implemented using traditional imperative
programming, using rather ad hoc data-structures and procedures for the representation and transformations of molecules (e.g. boolean adjacency matrices
and matrices transformations). Flexibility is often absent or limited to menu
systems, whereas the actual use of these systems, during validation of generated
mechanisms by chemists, as well as during their ﬁnal use for conception of industrial chemical processes, requires modiﬁcations, activations or deactivations of
involved rules according to new experimental data, reactor conditions, or chemist
expertise. Furthermore, existing systems, are limited, sometimes by their technology based on ad hoc structures, to acyclic species, or mono-cyclic species,
whereas combustion mechanisms often involve aromatic species, i.e. polycyclic
species.
We present in this paper an alternative approach based on rule-based programming and strategies. Rule-based systems have gained considerable interest
with the development of eﬃcient compilers. Now, systems like ASF+SDF [13],
Maude [5,6], Cafe-OBJ [9], or ELAN [3,4] are used for various applications like
constraint solving, protocol veriﬁcation, modeling of biological systems, and
more. This paper presents a system, named GasEl, based on ELAN system, that
generates kinetic mechanisms of fuel combustion. This is one of the objectives
of a research project that involves two teams from Nancy, France: one team of
computer scientists from LORIA2 and a team of chemists from DCPR3 that
developed the kinetic mechanism generator system EXGAS [7,22].
ELAN has some good properties for the generation of kinetic mechanisms:
chemical reactions are naturally expressed using conditional rules, themselves
easily understood by chemists; ELAN matching power allows for retrieving patterns in chemical species, thanks to the capability of handling multiset structures
through the use of associative and commutative functions; ELAN provides a strategy language and strategy constructors to deﬁne control on rules, which appears
as essential for designing generation mechanisms in a ﬂexible way; thanks to its
eﬃcient compiler, ELAN can handle a large number of rules application (several
thousands per second) and is thus well-suited to the computational complexity
of the modeling.
Of course, some technical diﬃculties remain. One of them is that cyclic
molecules are easily represented by graphs whereas ELAN can only do term
rewriting. Another one is elimination of redundancies that requires intelligent
search in huge data sets. The paper presents the solutions that we adopted.
The idea that rewriting techniques can be applied to chemistry is not new. Actually, even the chemical metaphor has been exploited to deﬁne computational
1
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models [2]. Indeed, kinetic elementary mechanisms looks like graph rewriting
rules. However, at least in this context, existing rewriting softwares are not used
in practice for the automatic generation of kinetic combustion mechanisms. One
reason is that pure graph rewriting is not suﬃcient: one needs for example to
rewrite not only graphs, but associative commutative forests of graphs, with an
explicit possibility of controlling rule applications, as their order is sometimes
really important or dependent of external conditions such as temperature. Furthermore, the type of involved rules is particular, in the sense that chemical
rules obey to external properties such as conservation laws. We hope this paper
is providing some hints to help understand the kind of rewriting which is needed
in this type of industrial applications.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we position the problem of
generation of kinetic mechanisms in the whole context of its use by chemists
and industrial partners, and we give a brief description of the chemical problem
complexity. In Section 3 we give an example of what a detailed kinetic mechanism
is for a speciﬁc molecule and we give the general procedure for its generation.
Section 4 presents a description of the problems and the corresponding solutions
we adopted in GasEl. Conclusions and discussions are presented in Section 5.

2

Chemical Problem Description

In this section we give a short presentation of the chemists’ challenges in the
generation of detailed kinetic mechanisms [7,16].
Mastering the combustion reactions necessitates the elaboration and the validation of a reaction model; the description of the whole process is given in
Figure 1:
1. The experimental sequence produces the experimental results for a given
molecule of hydrocarbon, and consists of two phases:
(a) experiments done in laboratory reactors;
(b) acquisition and treatment of physical chemical data.
2. The modeling sequence has as input a model of the same molecule of hydrocarbon and gives simulation results obtained after two steps:
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Fig. 1. Elaboration and validation process for a reaction mechanisms model
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(a) generation of reaction mechanisms by a generator of mechanisms (e.g.
EXGAS);
(b) numerical simulation by a numerical simulator (e.g. CHEMKIN II [12]).
3. The analysis and adjustment process consists of:
(a) comparison between the experimental results and the simulation results;
(b) improvement of mechanisms generator by introducing new generic reactions or/and ﬁtting generic parameters.
Our system, GasEl, is intended to be a tool in the modeling sequence, a
generator of detailed kinetic mechanisms for a speciﬁc area: the oxidation and
combustion of fuels (e.g. Diesel fuels, petrols).
From a chemistry point of view, the complexity of the problem is induced by
the composition of the following aspects:
– The structural complexity of hydrocarbon molecules, that can correspond to
rather general graphs (planar graphs, trees and also 3D graphs) with many
symmetries to be considered.
– The complex composition of fuels or petrols. For example, a fuel for a racing
car is composed by a mixture of 98 diﬀerent molecules, and the order of
magnitude for the fuel of a normal petrol car is 300 diﬀerent molecules, and
for Diesel fuels is 3000 diﬀerent molecules.
– The combinatorial explosion in the number of chemical species and elementary reactions modeling kinetic mechanisms. For example, 479,206 reactions
and 19,052 species are considered in the simulation of tetradecane pyrolysis reported in [8], and there are 1,527 reactions and 404 species in the
combustion reaction model generated with EXGAS for the n-heptane [10].
– The duration of the validation process. Usually, in 2–3 year, a chemical
kinetic experimental PhD thesis validates experimental results for only a few
molecules (1 to 2), in a couple of reactors. In the same amount of time, a PhD
thesis related to modeling usually validates reaction mechanisms for only 2
or 3 molecules using and requiring several (5 to 10) previously validated
experimental results for those molecules.
– The complexity of numerical simulation, based on partial derivative equations.
– The multidisciplinary research needed, including expertise from thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, transport phenomena, ﬂuid mechanics, chemical reactors, numerical methods, experimental techniques, etc. See for example [7] for a presentation of the variety of mechanisms involved in the
modeling of combustion of petrols.

3

Automated Generation of Mechanisms:
Primary Mechanism

The purpose of an automated generator of detailed kinetic mechanisms is to take
as input one or more hydrocarbon molecules and the reaction conditions and to
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REACTION MECHANISMS FOR C C C C
Unimolecular Initiations
C C C C -----> C e + C(e)C C
C(C)C C -----> C(e)C + C(e)C
Bimolecular Initiations
C C C C + O=O -----> C(e)(C C C) + O(e)O
C(C)C C + O=O -----> C(e)C C + O(e)O
Oxidation reactions
C(e)C + O=O -----> C=C + O(e)O
Fig. 2. Fragment of the GasEl output for n-butane: e denote a free electron and
molecules with free electrons are free radicals

give as output the list of elementary reactions applied and the corresponding
thermodynamic and kinetic data.
For example, for the combustion of the n-butane, C4 H10 , 778 reactions are
generated by EXGAS, and 164 new species are obtained. A fragment of the GasEl
corresponding output is given in Figure 2.
For every reaction, a module, not discussed in this paper, needs to calculate using speciﬁc rules associated kinetic parameters (usually encoded by 3
real numbers) and, for every species associated thermodynamic parameters (14
coeﬃcients of some polynoms in EXGAS) [7].
The generated detailed kinetic mechanisms can be the result of several phases:
the “primary mechanism” can be followed by the “secondary mechanism”, usually based on lumping techniques not considered in this paper, to get even more
complete descriptions of the involved mechanisms [7].
In the primary mechanism a set of ten reaction patterns should be applied to
an initial mixture of molecules. A complete description of the involved reactions
patterns is out of the scope of this paper, but the chemistry-like presentation
from Figure 3 gives the ﬂavor of the transformations needed to be encoded.
We mention that every reaction pattern is actually also guarded by “chemical ﬁlters”, i.e. chemical conditions of applications, not mentioned here, even if
several of them are currently implemented: they include considerations on the
number of atoms in involved molecules or free radicals, the type of radicals or
the type of bonds, etc. Some of them are discussed in [7].
From a computer science point of view, primary mechanism can be seen as
the result of several phases (see Figure 4):
1. The initiation phase: unimolecular and bimolecular initiation reactions (reaction patterns 1 and 2 in Figure 3) are applied to initial reactants, i.e. to
the initial mixture of molecules. Let RS1 be the set of all free radicals that
can be obtained.
2. The propagation phase: a set of generic patterns of reactions (reaction patterns 3–8 in Figure 3) are applied to all free radicals in RSi to obtain a
new set RSi+1 of free radicals. RSi+1 consists in all free radicals of RSi plus
those that can be obtained by these reactions.
This is iterated until no new free radical is generated.
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1
2
3
4
5

A—B −→ •A + •B
A=B + S—T −→ •A—B—T + •S
O=O + •R −→ •O—O—R
•A—B—TH −→ AH—B—T•
•A—B—T −→ A=B + •T

7
8
9
10

•A—B—O—OH −→ A—B + •OH
\/
O
O=O +•A—BH −→ A=B +•O—OH
•R + A—H −→ R—H + •A
•R + •S −→ R—S
•A—B—T + •R −→ A=B + R—T

unimolecular initiation (ui)
bimolecular initiation (bi)
addition of free radicals to oxygen (ad)
isomerisation of free radicals (is)
unimolecular decomposition of free radicals
by beta-scission (bs)
6 unimolecular decomposition of hydroperoxyalkyl free radicals to cyclic ethers (cy)
oxidation of free radicals (ox)
metathesis (me)
combination of free radicals (co)
disproportionation of free radicals (di)

Fig. 3. Reaction patterns of primary mechanism given by emphasizing patterns like a
simple (—) or double(=) bond, a free radical (•A), a speciﬁc atom (O, H). Symbols
diﬀerent from atom symbols (C, O, H) are variables and can be instantiated by any
radical

ad
is
ui
RS

bs

co
No

bi

cy

NewRadicals?

di

R

ox
Yes
me

Fig. 4. The Primary Mechanism

3. The termination phase: combination and disproportionation reactions
 (reaction patterns 9 and 10 in Figure 3) are applied to free radicals of i RSi to
get a set R of molecules.

4

GasEl — System Description

According to Tomlin et al. [21], a mechanism generation program should have
the following features:
– generated chemical species should be stored in a form that can be easily manipulated and its notation must be unique and non-ambiguous (canonical);
– it should generate a given species of reaction only once;
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– it should be able to ﬁlter out those reactions which are obviously unimportant.
The classical techniques which are known in literature to solve these issues and which are actually used in current existing softwares are the following: molecules are represented by graphs, mostly restricted to the acyclic case,
or at least to the mono-cyclic case, and internally represented by their adjacency matrices, i.e. boolean square matrices. One system uses something diﬀerent here: in EXGAS system, molecules are represented as tree-like structures, i.e
special symmetry-factorized trees with maximal sharing, for which some theoretical canonical representation results have been established, but only for acyclicspecies [22]. For adjacency matrices, procedures to detect equalities between
diﬀerent graph representations of a same molecule are based on Morgan algorithm [14], or extensions (see for e.g. [11,24]), sometimes using topological indices [18]. With respect to existing systems, the solutions implemented in GasEl
are original in several aspects, described in this paper.
Taking advantage from the experience of the team that developed EXGAS,
the issues that we have to solve are the following:
1. We need a good internal representation for chemical objects: chemical species
(i.e. molecules and free radicals) and mixture of species (see Section 4.1): a
diﬃculty here is that we are using a term-rewriting system and that cyclic
molecules correspond to graphs.
2. We need a way to test if two representations of a molecule are or not representations of a same molecules (see Section 4.3). This is vital for example to
detect termination of propagation phase in primary mechanism.
3. We need a way to express into computational concepts various chemists expertise, like the description of reactions pattern of primary mechanisms (see
Section 4.4), or the description of chemical ﬁlters (e.g. conditions on application/non-applications of rules according to temperature domain) (see Section
4.7).
4. We need to allow ﬂexibility and ease of modiﬁcation of the rules that are
used for the generation of mechanisms, according to chemist expertise or
according to new experimental data (see Section 4.7).
The rest of this paper is devoted to describe how GasEl fulﬁlls in a original
way all these requirements.
4.1

Representation of Species

We need a way to represent molecules and free-radicals. We need a priori to
ﬁx an external representation for inputs/outputs of the system, as well as a
representation for the internal computations. Unlike what is classically done in
existing software systems [1], we propose to use the same notation for both.
As ELAN is a term rewriting system, we use the linear notation called SMILES
presented in [23]. This notation is compact and well-suited because acyclic graphs
are represented as trees. We brieﬂy recall the principles of this representation:
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C 1 (C) C C 1
c

d

C C (=O) O
e

Fig. 5. Representations of molecules: a. molecular graph of methylcyclopropane; b. corresponding hydrogen-depleted molecular graph; c. corresponding SMILES notation; d.
molecular graph of Acetic acid; e. corresponding hydrogen-depleted molecular graph
and SMILES notation

1. Molecules are represented as hydrogen-suppressed molecular graphs.
2. If the hydrogen-suppressed molecular graph has cycles, we transform it into
a tree applying the following rule to every cycle: choose one fresh digit and
one single or aromatic bond of the cycle, break the bond and label the 2
atoms with the same digit.
3. Choose a root of the tree, and represent it like a concatenation of the root
and the list of its sons.
For example, the term C 1 (C) C C 1 represents methylcyclopropane and the
term C C (= O)O represents acetic acid: see Figure 5.
In Figure 6 we give the signature of our notation:
– atoms are represented by their atomic symbols;
– the sort symbol is extended to the concatenation of the sort symbol and int
in order to code cycles;
C, c, O, o, H
: symbol;
/* Atom specification */
@ @
: (symbol int) symbol;/* Labels for cycle closure specification*/
-, =, #, ’:’

: bond;

/* Bond specification */

e
@
@ @

: radical;
: (symbol) radical;
/* Molecules and radicals specification */
: (symbol radical_list) radical;

@
@ @
(@)
(@) @

:
:
:
:

(radical) radical_list;
/* List of radicals specification */
(bond radical) radical_list;
(radical_list) radical_list;
(radical_list radical_list) radical_list (AC);
Fig. 6. GasEl signature of molecules and free radicals notation
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– single, double, triple and aromatic bonds are represented by the symbols
“-”, “=”, “#”, “:”, respectively and belong to sort bond;
– a molecule is represented as a root and the list of sons that belongs to sort
radical list;
– the user deﬁnition of the the list of sons has a particular form, inspired
by the chemical notation SMILES (see e.g. [23]) and is deﬁned using an
associative-commutative operator;
– a special symbol e of sort radical is introduced for the representation of
free radicals (a free radical •R is a molecule in which an atom has a free
electron).
4.2

Representation of Mixtures of Species

We need a way to represent mixtures of molecules and free radicals. We propose to beneﬁt here from the Associative Commutative matching possibilities of
ELAN: in ELAN, a mixture has the sort reactif using the following signature
@
@ + @

: (radical) reactif;
: (reactif reactif) reactif (AC);

For example, C C C C + O=O + C C (= O)O is a term that represents a mixture
of n-butane, oxygen and acetic acid.
4.3

Equality Test for Species

As pointed out by Tomlin et al. in [21], chemical species should be stored in
a mechanism generation program in a canonical form: i.e. a unique and nonambiguous form. Classical canonicity algorithms in this context are either based
on transformations applied to the adjacency matrices of the molecule [11,14,24],
or restricted to the acyclic case when considering other ad hoc data structures [22].
In our term-based representation, a molecule is a tree. Diﬀerent choices of the
root induce diﬀerent trees representing the same molecule. We call these trees
the visions of the molecule: see Figure 7.
Testing if two terms represent the same molecule is done in 2 steps:
1. An operator AllVis generates all the visions of a molecule by choosing every
node of the tree representing the molecule to be the root.
2. Two terms M1 and M2 are equivalent if M1 and M2 have the same number
of atoms and if M1 is a vision of M2 :
is eq(M1 , M2 ) => true if no at(M1 )= no at(M2 ) and
M1 ∈ AllVis(M2 )
Our algorithm is exponential. However, recall that no polynomial algorithm
is known for the graph isomorphism testing problem. The problem is proved to
be NP but the question if it is complete or polynomial is a well known open
problem [15].
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C(C)(C)(CC(C)C)C

C C(C)CC(C)(C)C

Fig. 7. Visions of ISO-octane: all the distinct visions modulo commutativity

The current version is clearly not optimal. Improvements are currently investigated, in particular classical chemical techniques based on topological indices [18] can be considered.
4.4

Encoding Chemical Reactions

Generic elementary reactions are transformations applied to a mixture of molecules and free radicals.
We need to express the ten elementary reactions of Figure 3. Addition of free
radicals to oxygen, oxidation of free radicals, combination of free radicals and
disproportionation of free radicals are expressed directly as rewrite rules: the
generic reaction, expressed as a graph transformation is encoded directly into a
term rewrite rule.
For example, the generic reaction of oxidation of free radicals is the following:
O=O +•A—BH −→ A=B + •O—OH
This means, chemically-speaking, that a molecule of oxygen, O=O, abstracts an
H atom in the β position with respect to the radical point, with the formation of
the free radical •O—OH and an unsaturated molecule (a molecule with a double
bond).
This corresponds, in other words, to the graph transformation given in Figure 8 and is coded directly by the following ELAN rewrite rule:
[ox] O=O + A(e)(-B x) y => A (=B x) y + O(e)O
if no_H(B x) >= 1
end
where A and B are variables of sort symbol, x and y are variables of sort
radical list and the function no H(R) returns the number of implicit hydrogen
atoms in the root of R.
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Fig. 8. Oxidation of free radicals: a dotted line correspond to an (implicit) hydrogen
atom

4.5

Exhaustive Application of Reactions to a Given Molecule

The other generic chemical reactions require more work. We take the example
of unimolecular initiation. An unimolecular initiation consists in breaking a single bond of a molecule and is represented, in the acyclic case, as the following
reaction pattern:
A—B −→ •A + •B
Breaking a C—C bond which does not belong to a cycle corresponds to the graph
transformation given in Figure 9.

X
Rad x

X

+ molec2rad(Rad)

e x
Fig. 9. Unimolecular initiation

Similarly to Section 4.4, we obtain the following ELAN rewrite rule:
[ui] X (Rad) x => X(e) x + molec2rad(Rad) end
where X is a variable of sort symbol, Rad is a variable of sort radical and x
is a variable of sort radical list. The operator molec2rad( ) transforms its
argument into a free radical and is deﬁned by two ELAN rewrite rules:
[] molec2rad(X Rad)
=> X (e) Rad end
[] molec2rad(X (Rad) x) => X (e) (Rad) x end
The power of the associative-commutative matching of ELAN allows us to
give generic ELAN rewrite rule [ui] for the unimolecular initiation that will be
applied to all sons of root X.
The previous rewrite rules have to be applied everywhere inside the terms
and based on the semantics of the strategy language of ELAN, to apply a named
rewriting rule (e.g. [ui]) to all sub-terms we adopted the following technique:
1. Apply the operator AllVis to the molecule X (Rad) x.
2. Apply the generic ELAN rewrite rules for unimolecular initiation to every
vision of the molecule given by the AllVis operator.
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For cyclic molecules, we have to simulate (a restricted type of) graph-rewriting
using term-rewriting.
To deal with cyclic molecules in the unimolecular initiation, we need ﬁrst to
test if the bond to be broken is on a cycle or not; in the aﬃrmative case one
single free radical is generated by the fusion operator; if the bond to be broken
is not on a cycle, the rewrite rule is similar to the acyclic case. Therefore, we
need to add the following rule:
[ui_cycle] X (Rad) x => fusion(X(e) x, molec2rad(Rad))
where labels_1 := () get_cycle_label (X x)
where labels_2 := () get_cycle_label (Rad)
if common(labels_1,labels_2)
end
and to change previous rule [ui] in
[ui_CC] X (Rad) x => X(e) x + molec2rad(Rad)
where labels_1 := () get_cycle_label (X x)
where labels_2 := () get_cycle_label (Rad)
if not(common(labels_1,labels_2))
end
4.6

Encoding the Primary Mechanism

Using the power of strategies of ELAN, the primary mechanism is deﬁned in
a natural way. This corresponds to the concatenation of three strategies corresponding to each phase, tryInit for the initiation phase, tryPropag for the
propagation phase and tryTermin for the termination phase:
[] mec_prim

=> tryInit; tryPropag; tryTermin end

The user deﬁned strategies tryInit and tryTermin are easily expressed using
the ELAN choice strategy operator dk applied to the strategies (the ELAN rewrite
rule) deﬁning the generic reactions. The dk operator (dont know choose) takes
all strategies given as arguments and returns, for each of them the set of all its
results.
[] tryInit

=>

dk(ui, bi) end

The output of the initiation phase applied to ISO-octane is illustrated in
Figure 10.
Strategy tryPropag is deﬁned as the iteration of one step of propagation
using the ELAN strategy iterator repeat*:
[] tryPropag => repeat*(propagOne) end
Strategy repeat iterates the strategy until it fails and returns the terms resulting
from the last unfailing call of the strategy. Strategy propagOne is deﬁned in a
similar way as tryInit using a dk operator applied to the generic reactions of
the propagation phase.
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Unimolecular Initiations
C C(C)C C(C)(C)C -----> C e + C(C)(C C(C)(C)C)e
C C(C)(C)C C(C)C -----> C e + C(C)(C)(C C(C)C)e
C(C(C)C)C(C)(C)C -----> C(C(C)C)e + C(C)(C)(C)e
C(C(C)C)C(C)(C)C -----> C(C(C)(C)C)e + C(C)(C)e
Bimolecular Initiations
O=O + C(C)(C)C C(C)(C)C -----> C(C)(C)(C C(C)(C)C)e + O(e)O
O=O + C C(C)C C(C)(C)C -----> C(C(C)C C(C)(C)C)e + O(e)O
O=O + C C(C)(C)C C(C)C -----> C(C(C)(C)C C(C)C)e + O(e)O
O=O + C(C(C)C)C(C)(C)C -----> C(C(C)C)(C(C)(C)C)e + O(e)O
Fig. 10. Initiation reactions of ISO-octane combustion

4.7

Flexibility and Control of Application of Elementary Reactions

The previous techniques allows a great ﬂexibility through the power of matching
and of the strategy language of ELAN: for examples
– Chemical ﬁlters, such as testing if a free radical is β, βµ, µ, or Y is easily
encoded by matching against corresponding patterns.
– Modifying the set of applied generic chemical reactions in primary mechanism correspond to a direct and natural modiﬁcation of the corresponding
strategy.
– Activating/Deactivating application of generic chemical reactions to cycles
corresponds to a simple modiﬁcation of strategy: replace for example
dk(ui cycle,ui CC) by dk(ui CC).

5

Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we describe our experience in building a system, named GasEl,
based on system ELAN, for the automatic generation of chemical kinetic combustion mechanisms.
The main innovative feature of our system, compared to the existing ones(MAMOX [19], NetGen [20], EXGAS [7,22]), is that it can handle polycyclic molecules.
Compared to EXGAS, GasEl is much more ﬂexible thanks to a modular design,
to the rule-based formalism and to the ELAN strategies language.
The outcomes of the GasEl project, that involve chemists from the team that
developed EXGAS system, and computer scientists from the team that developed
ELAN, are twofold:
Chemists got a new system that extends the generation of combustion mechanisms to (poly)cyclic species. The fact that GasEl is now considered to be the
successor of EXGAS shows that they understand the beneﬁts from the presented
approach. Further work is to provide them with a friendly interface, allowing to
visualize cyclic molecules, to easily introduce new rules and design new strategies, or to connect this tools more directly with existing computer softwares, in
order for example to get automatic association of thermodynamic and kinetic
parameters to reactions and reactants.
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Computer scientists got in modeling of the generation of detailed kinetic
mechanisms a real challenge for testing the beneﬁt from using rewriting and
rule-based programming controlled by strategies. This experience teaches several things. First, that existing chemical software, at least in the context of
automatic generation of chemical kinetic combustion mechanisms, do not use
really rewriting techniques, but rather ad hoc structures and techniques. Second,
that one reason that explains this fact is that the type of things involved is not
pure term-rewriting, nor pure graph-rewriting, nor something directly already
present in existing software: as the paper shows, we want “easily-controllable
molecule transformations”, with the always present needs of testing if a given
generated molecule or radical is already obtained. As molecules can be cyclic,
and hence correspond to rather general graphs, what we need corresponds to
a kind of associative and commutative forest of graphs rewriting controlled by
strategies. Since, no existing rewriting software is currently able to deal directly
with this kind of features, and taking the advantage from our experience on the
ELAN system, we actually developed the application using ELAN, i.e. associative
and commutative term rewriting controlled by strategies.
Of course this approach has drawbacks: for e.g. the techniques that are used
to emulate graph rewriting can clearly be improved in eﬃciency. However, as the
discussion shows, when repositioning this system in chemist world (see for e.g.
the number of processes that can be validated in a PhD) this computer-scientist
eﬃciency issue may not be such an important drawback.
Moreover our approach revealed three further interesting points. First, the
time for the development of the tool (two years now) can be compared to the
time required for the development of similar features in EXGAS system, even
if of course we are using their experience. Second, even if we can not rewrite
graphs in ELAN , we have associative and commutative matching and strategies,
and hence, we have almost all the required features. And third, and this is the
main point, we believe this work has given hints about what is really required
to address this type of industrial motivated applications.
Future work includes signiﬁcant computer tests and chemists validation and,
of course oﬀering all the features of EXGAS system, providing a friendly interface,
or connecting GasEl with other computer systems, but also to better understand
this latter point. For example, this is clear that chemical rules always obey
some conservation laws. Can we characterize abstractly chemical rules? Can we
characterize the associated rewriting theory?
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